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When her mother is locked up state doing a bid, Cash is left running a million-dollar drug
empire.Everything in Cashâ€™s life is perfect, especially with two businesses that are successful.
She's single and abonafide Trap Gyrl with a money over niggas attitude. Thatâ€™s until she meets
her match.Brooklyn aka Nino is a sexy thug that captures her heart the moment she lays eyes on
him. However,Queâ€™s not giving up that easy.Que is Cashâ€™s right-hand man and lover. Que
would do anything to keep his title and place in Cashâ€™sheart.While the three are caught up in
their twisted love triangle, a small-time hustler is trying to take downtheir empires, but they wonâ€™t
give up that easy.Brooklyn is forced to ride with Cashâ€™s team, only making things worst for Que.
Que has his own deepdark secrets that will be unfolded in this tale.Take a ride with Cash Lopez as
she dodges heartbreaks and bullets.
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I wish I could give more stars!!!!!! This book is a must read. It doesn't start off slow like others. From

the very first page, I was hooked. I love the fact that Cash was a true boss, not taking nothing from
no one. She was all about her money. I loved Que at first, but now I can't stand him. Lol I'm hoping
that part two is in the works, cause I need to know who this mystery person is.

This book is a MUST readðŸ˜„ðŸ˜„ðŸ˜„ðŸ˜„! Cash is Just what the title of the book is a "trap gyrl"
that's a go getter by any means and her love triangle and life events keeps you turning pages
wanting to know more of what's next to occur. I won't spoil the book for you but I will say you will not
be disappointed! I can't wait to read pt2

I haven't read Trap Gyrl part 1 in a minute, So I was very happy that the arthor made it easy to just
jump right back into where we leaved off. The book is mind blowing entertaining and will keep you
on the edge of your set while flipping through the pages. Believe me you won't be disappointed

Trap Gyrl is Thee urban fiction book you are looking for. Cash is about her business and she isn't
letting anything get in the way of her trap status. Cash falls in love with the thug of her dreams, but
with thug love there is always hate! This book is definitely five stars and highly recommended

This book was mouth dropping as soon as you read the first page it draws attention to where you
don't want to put the book down Barbie Scott did her s*** writing this book this is a must read novel
so buy it it's worth it.....you go girl now I'm ready for the sequels good job barbie

This book was an awesome read a page turner I did not want to put it down I fell in love with
Brooklyn's character if you looking for a good read then u should definitely read this one I gibe it
5*****

I had gotten out the habit of reading for a couple of years but so glad I chose this book to get back in
the swing of it!! True Urban love story....Now I'm looking foward to the next read from Ms. Barbie
Scott! 2 thumbs upTrap Gryl 2 is HOODALICIOUS!!!!10, 2016Hoodalicious!!!! I'm truly a fan of the
Trap Gryl series! If u thought book one left u wanting more........my goodness!!!! The sequel will not
disappoint!! Another page turner indeed. I started a little after 10 am and was done before midnight
same day.....yeah, that kind of page turner!! I was like YEESSSSSS! WHAAAT??? THE HELL !!?
NOT AGAINðŸ˜ I KNEW IT! YOU GOT YOUR NERVE. .HA! U GONE LEARN TODAY...... HE
BETTER NOT! OMG......... I HOPE HE DIDNT.... NOOOOO! DANG IT!..... and With that being said,

I wish I would have treated it like a weekly series! Now I have to wait on Trap Gyrl III
......ðŸ‘•ðŸ•½ðŸ‘•ðŸ•½ â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸• IT! Congratulations Barbie Scott one moe again

Hoodalicious!!!! I'm truly a fan of the Trap Gryl series! If u thought book one left u wanting
more........my goodness!!!! The sequel will not disappoint!! Another page turner indeed. I started a
little after 10 am and was done before midnight same day.....yeah, that kind of page turner!! I was
like YEESSSSSS! WHAAAT??? THE HELL !!? NOT AGAINðŸ˜ I KNEW IT! YOU GOT YOUR
NERVE. .HA! U GONE LEARN TODAY...... HE BETTER NOT! OMG......... I HOPE HE DIDNT....
NOOOOO! DANG IT!..... and With that being said, I wish I would have treated it like a weekly series!
Now I have to wait on Trap Gyrl III ......ðŸ‘•ðŸ•½ðŸ‘•ðŸ•½ â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸• IT! Congratulations Barbie
Scott one moe again
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